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Introduction: Origins of the Project
If someone were to ask you how much teachers and policy experts in Washington D.C. or your state capitol talk to one another, what
would you say?
A year ago, I would have said "never." I would have recounted the sentiment of my fellow teachers and administrators, that policy experts
have neither the time nor the inclination to hear from those of us in the trenches, fighting for a better future for America's children every
day.
As a teacher and graduate student, I listened to my administrators, fellow teachers, and other grad students expound on the heavy
burdens of accountability and the impossibility of change. I watched as they became frustrated and disillusioned, and then rallied every
morning to teach another stunning lesson and challenge their students to reach new heights. I wondered how the gods of education
policy could have gotten us into this mess and why they weren't listening to what we had to say. Then I came to Washington D.C.
This project was born out of my experience as a teacher and the time I spent working alongside policy experts. It was guided by
conversations with policy analysts, educators, and fellow grad students about the great divide that seems to exist between D.C., state
capitols, and the classroom. It includes survey responses from 138 educators from a variety of states and 22 policy experts from federal and
state departments of education and nonprofit organizations. It also includes two case studies of educator-policy expert interaction and a
spreadsheet of organizations that represent teachers, principals and other district administrators.
The goal is to help educators and policy experts find small ways to bridge the gap between their worlds. It is intended to shed light on the
connections that exist between teacher and policy analyst responses, and encourage new ways of working together to improve our
educational system.

Survey Results: The Educators
I am a member of a
professional
organization.

While 67% of respondents were teachers, a significant number of principals,
instructional coaches, curriculum coordinators and other education
professionals participated. 81% of all respondents said they were members of
a professional organization. Increasing the number of educators that
participate in such organizations is essential to building the structures
necessary for meaningful, ongoing communication with policy experts.

Teachers 92
Principals 6
Other 40

What is your professional role?

How important do you feel your opinion is to policy experts?
While most policy experts would like educators to believe their opinions on education topics and policies are important,
many educators seem to feel otherwise. While a majority of educators surveyed felt their opinions were somewhat to very
important to policy experts at the district level, there is a noticeable decline as we move toward the state and federal
levels. At the state level, almost half (46%) of educators said they felt their opinions are unimportant to policy experts. At
the federal level, this number rises to 53%.

Federal

I am

State

District/Local

in being more
involved in policy decisions.
Regardless of how confident
they feel in wonky subject
matter, educators are
interested in participating in
the policy-making process.
When it comes to policy
decisions (at any level), a
stunning 96% of educators are
at least somewhat interested
in being more involved.
When asked about specific
levels of policy, 86% of
teachers were interested in
the state level. Interest in
federal (57%) and local (62%)
policy is also high.

Which level of policy
interests you most?
If you feel you are involved in policy decisions at any level,
please explain. Include the level (federal, state, local/district)
and method (surveys, meetings, testimony, etc).
Of the 94 educators that
responded to this question,
the most commonly reported
methods of involvement
were meetings (45),
testimony (20), surveys (16),
and committees (14).

Not surprisingly, most educators
reported being involved in policy
decisions at the state and local
levels.

Some respondents said they
were a "token" presence on
committees or in meetings.
Policy experts should include
educators as an authentic
part of such proceedings.
Taking measures to ensure
their feedback is
incorporated in policies or
decisions is essential for their
future participation and
support.

committees
emails

surveys

advisory

meetings
lobbying
letters

Board membership

testimonies

organizations

calls

Survey Results: The Policy Experts
What is your professional role?

Though the sample size is smaller than that of the
educator survey, policy experts from a variety of
organizations are included.
Experts from the federal level, a few states, and
the nonprofit sector participated in the survey.
Though they do not speak for the entire world of
policy pundits, their responses give us a glimpse
into the level at which this elusive bunch
communicate with the classroom.
So consider this a toe dipping into the deep pool of
ed policy. Someday, we may be able to take a dive
but for now, we're testing the waters.

Which methods do you use
most often to get educators'
feedback and/or opinions?
While policy experts use a variety of methods to get
feedback from educators, educator organizations and
special events were tied for most popular at 77%.
While the federal level reflects these overall findings,
experts at the state level operate slightly differently. 100%
of policy experts use special events for feedback while
educator organizations, written correspondence, and
phone conferences share second place at 80%.

Which methods of communication
do you use most often to share
information with educators?
While special events were most popular for policy
experts hoping to hear words of wisdom from a teacher
or principal, their top method for sharing information
with educators is a bit different. 71% reported written
correspondence (i.e. emails) as the most common form
of outgoing communication. Special events still had top
billing at 62% and technical assistance came in third at
52%.
This time, the state level reflected overall findings while
the federal level had its own twist. Federal policy experts
reported technical assistance as their most common
mode of outbound communication at 67%, while written
correspondence, special events, and phone conferences
came in second at 50%.

You are making a decision or recommendation about data privacy
requirements in a new piece of legislation and must consider how this
will affect individual school data practices (i.e. management of student
records). While you have a thorough understanding of policy implications
at the federal and state levels, the impact such a rule would have at the
school level is less clear. What do you do to ensure you make the best
decision or recommendation? (Check all that apply)

86%

Discuss the issues with my colleagues/other policy experts

71%

Research the issue online (i.e. reports, blogs, articles, etc)

48%

Call or email a school official (i.e. principal or teacher) to gain a better
understanding of how my decision or recommendation would impact
things at the school level

32%

10%

Other (email stakeholders, contact outside groups that work directly with
schools, contact partner organization, contact organizations that
represent educators, poll or meet with district leaders, talk to a friend or
relative that teaches)

Consider contacting a school official (i.e. principal), but unable to easily
get in touch with someone for assistance

When requesting technical assistance on key legislation, policymakers expect a quick turnaround from analysts (whether from
a nonprofit or government agency). Such fast-paced, high-intensity expectations do not allow much time for setting up formal
meetings or calling numerous educators for advice. Most policy experts resort to online research or insight from experts and
colleagues. While just under half said they'd call or email a school official, most are likely looking to resources further removed
from the field.
Policy experts should cultivate relationships with educators and organizations that can help them make informed
recommendations when the time comes. If a teacher or principal is a quick email away, they are more likely to reach out for
advice. The more time spent interacting with practitioners, the better the results of policy recommendations and decisions.
Educators and organizations that represent educators have a role to play as well. Whether through reports, survey results, or a
special event, it is your job to get the word out when key policy decisions are on the table. Making sure your feedback is
concise, closely related to the issue at hand, and representative of as many educator viewpoints as possible is critical. Having
valuable, readily available resources for policy experts is crucial to ensuring the voice of educators is heard.
Teachers, principals and policy experts are busy people forced to make important decisions on an almost daily basis. Though it
takes an investment of time and effort to build meaningful relationships and workable feedback loops, the consequences for
failing to do so are far more costly.

The feedback/communication I
currently get from educators
(regarding education policy
topics) is

This question (related to the value of educator feedback) gives
us even more insight into the feedback loop between policy
experts and educators. 57% said the information they receive
from educators is valuable and related to their work. An
additional 38% said the feedback was somewhat valuable and
related to their work.
When you break this down further it gets even more interesting.
Federal policy wonks were split 50/50 between feeling the
feedback they get is valuable and related to their work and
somewhat valuable and related to their work.
Responses from state level were similar. 60% of state policy
analysts were in the valuable and work-related category and
only 40% in the somewhat valuable category.
For those teachers or principals who think their opinion doesn't
matter to that state or federal policy officials, think again. A wellcrafted, thoughtful piece of feedback related to the work of a
policy analyst will most likely be well-received.

How often do you solicit
feedback/opinions from
educators?
While most policy experts find educator insight valuable, they
may not be asking for it often enough. Only 14% reported
soliciting feedback regularly (or weekly), while a majority (57%)
reported asking for it sometimes (monthly or bimonthly).
Considering the number of recommendations and decisions that
must be made, this may be an area for improvement. While
states had a slightly higher number of regular subscribers, there
was little difference between the frequency with which state and
federal policy analysts seek educator feedback.
29% of policy experts report rarely asking for educator feedback.
This means they only hear from those most impacted by their
decisions a few times a year, if that.
Both policy experts and educators have a responsibility to boost
these numbers. A mutual decision to maintain regular,
meaningful contact could be a powerful tool for improving
schools across the nation.

How interested are you in receiving more
feedback/communication from educators to
inform policy decisions?
Though they may not always have the chance to speak to an educator
before making a policy decision or recommendation, a majority of policy
experts are interested in hearing what teachers and principals have to say.
95% reported they are somewhat to very interested in receiving more
feedback from educators.

I'm most interested in hearing
from educators on the topic(s) of:
The key to being heard is using your voice effectively.
Understanding which topics policy experts are most
interested in and finding ways to offer feedback related to
those subjects is key to making your opinions count.
Of the topics listed, policy experts were most interested in
hearing educators' opinions on data collection and analysis
(84%), teacher and principal prep and evaluation (both
68%), and standardized testing (63%).
Responses from the "other" category included
accountability, equity, public engagement practices, and
communication with parents.

Let's Get Together: Areas of Overlap
You've gotten a sneak peak into how educators and policy experts communicate right
now, but what about the future? We know educators want to get more involved in the
policy discussion, and we hear policy experts are willing to let them. So how do they
do it?
Keep reading.

How likely are each of these
methods to increase your
engagement in policy decisions?

How likely are you to use the
channels below to gain educators'
feedback/opinions on education policy
topics?

Methods
organizations that
represent
educators are
currently using.

For educators hoping to share feedback, thoughts or opinions with policy experts, the most
promising methods seem to be attending in-person meetings or events, drafting a report
with fellow educators or an organization, and participating in policy-related surveys. For
organizations that represent educators, this is worth considering when building
mechanisms for sharing policy positions, research findings, and member concerns.
For policy experts hoping to solicit feedback from educators, mingling with teachers and
principals at a special event may be the best method. If you're hoping for a more polished
response from a larger sampling, consider working with an organization that represents
educators. For those hoping to share information on a larger scale or bolster teacher
engagement on a key policy issue, a report may prove more effective. (A word of wisdom
for report-writers: steer clear of wonky language. Write with your audience in mind!)
Over half (53%) of educators said membership in an organization is very likely to boost their
engagement in policy decisions. After researching a variety of organizations that represent
educators and confirming my findings with each group, I was able to calculate what
methods organizations most frequently use to impact policy at their chosen level (federal,
state, local, or all of the above). Hosting events was the most common methods used by
these organizations, which corresponds perfectly with educators and policy experts
preferred method of engagement. They frequently use blogs, social media, and online
platforms to share information with members or provide an outlet for members' views on
policy issues. While policy experts are somewhat interested in this form of communication,
educators were less so. Convening smaller meetings of educators and policy experts more
frequently may be a more effective method for increasing mutual engagement.Both
educators and policy experts regard reports as methods likely to increase their
engagement, so organizations hoping to share feedback, policy positions, or other
information should consider packaging information as a report.

The results above were based on
questions that asked educators
and policy experts to rate the
likelihood that a given method
would increase their level of
engagement with the other party.
They could choose "very likely,"
"somewhat likely," or "unlikely" for
each option listed. The graphs
above reflect their "very likely"
ratings.

My understanding of
education policy (laws,
rules, programs) is...

65% of
educators say
they have a
moderate
understanding
of policy.

How interested are you in helping
teachers and principals better
understand policy topics related to
your area of expertise.

100%

65%

100% of policy
experts are
interested in
helping teachers
better understand
policy issues.

Though many educators do not claim extensive knowledge of education policy topics, a majority (65%) feel they have a moderate
understanding of the issues. 21% reported extensive policy knowledge and 14% minimal. Luckily, policy experts are willing to help.
70% reported being very interested and 30% somewhat interested in helping teachers better understand policy topics.
Both groups appear to share a strong interest in working together to hone their respective educational expertise. With a little effort
and coordination, teachers could be taught how to effectively enter the policy discussion and policy experts could gain a better
understanding of how their plans impact the classroom.

Final Thoughts on the Survey
Implications
A few patterns emerge in the survey responses:
1. Teachers are very interested in getting more involved in the policy discussion, and policy experts are willing to help.
2. Policy experts like to hear from teachers and principals, but probably don't get in touch as often as they'd like.
3. Organizations that represent educators are doing a lot to advocate for their members, but using other methods to engage their teachers
and administrators may improve their chances of successfully entering policy discussions.
4. The desire to communicate is there, we just need better methods for making it happen.
A few tips from my discussions with educators and policy experts:
1. A lot of teachers want to get involved in policy discussions, but do not know how. They need more information on what opportunities
and organizations are out there and how to take advantage of them.
2. Policy experts feel the disconnect as much as educators do. They want to hear meaningful feedback from teachers and principals, but it
isn't always easy for them to obtain.
3. Teachers and policy experts speak different languages. Teachers have to brush up on policy knowledge (including vocabulary) and
policy experts should look for ways to help them do this.
The field is ripe with opportunities to improve the quality and quantity of feedback policy experts get from educators. This report also
sheds light on the importance of a common language and the right conditions for meaningful communication to take place. Educator
organizations can tailor their methods of communication to the policy and practitioner communities to fit their respective interests. The
policy community should help educators better understand the intent behind their rules and programs by using teacher and principalfriendly language and methods of communication.
Though challenges exist that make it difficult to bridge the gap between policymaker and practitioner, there is a willingness to work
together that makes overcoming them possible. For our tiered system of representation to work for educators, districts and states must
ensure they are engaged with the needs of the practitioners they serve. Education organizations must work to reach and represent as
many teachers and principals as possible to ensure the opinions of the community at large are being heard. Federal policy experts, though
furthest removed, must make an effort to stay connected to those on the ground.
Though our course is not yet clear, one thing is certain: harnessing educators and policy experts mutual desire to work together will lead
to better results in both the classroom and the capitol building.

Limitations & Future Research
While this survey offers a glimpse into the current level of communication between educators and policy experts, it does not reflect the
views of every person in either population. It does not account for district policy makers nor does it explain the differences in perspective
among differing school-level or policy-related roles.
Future research in this area might include a closer look at teacher and principal involvement in educator organizations, their perception of
said organizations, or what policy areas appeal most to educators. A more in-depth look at the responses covered in this survey with a larger
sample size could also prove valuable.

Case Studies: An In-Depth Look at Teacher Voice
The following case studies are real-life examples of educators actively engaging in the policy-making process. Both a top-down and
bottom-up approach are illustrated, allowing both policy experts and educators a point of reference for future efforts to engage in policyrelated discussions. The first involves policymakers pulling educators into policy conversations, while the second explores how
organizations and individual educators can actively participate in policy-making process.

Case Study 1: Colorado's Educator Voice Cadre
One of the key challenges in building teacher partnerships with policy experts is a mutual lack of understanding. Policy makers struggle to
see from a teacher’s perspective and teachers struggle to understand the complex nature of education policies and regulations. Both
parties have their own language, and communication is disjointed because of disparities in discourse. With such deep-rooted difficulties
to face, teacher voice is often stifled and policymaker intentions muddled by misguided interpretation.
However grim the situation may seem, there are beacons of hope in the push for policymaker-practitioner partnerships. Recently, a new
effort to promote teacher voice began at the Colorado Department of Education. Only a year in the making, the Educator Voice Cadre
(EVC) convenes teachers from a variety of grade levels and content areas to promote teacher feedback on policy issues at the Department.
By signing up for the program, teachers are able to select from a list of issues that interest them most. They are then targeted to participate
in messaging, training, and feedback opportunities related to their chosen policy areas.
Currently, 700 teachers participate in this innovative program. They are “among the first to know about new developments at the
Department” via e-newsletters (a type of communication historically limited to superintendents), have opportunities to share feedback
related to their “areas of expertise,” and volunteer to share stories of school and classroom-level improvements with the media, boards of
education and other stakeholder groups. They are leaders in their field, with an ever-growing knowledge of pressing policy issues and the
influence to shape decisions that impact their students and colleagues.
This initiative is a shining example of the power in tapping into a historically untapped resource: teachers. When given the proper training,
teachers’ instructional expertise translates beautifully into policy prowess. Their perspective is invaluable to any policymaking body and
their dedication to children unparalleled. They should not be a token presence at departmental proceedings, but must represent a
meaningful participant at the decision-making table.
Source: Colorado Department of Education Website (www.cde.state.co.us)

Case Study 2: Educator Organizations Mobilize Members
In 2013, the U.S. Department of Education posted a notice on the federal register regarding an amendment to part B of the Individuals with
Disabilities in Education Act (IDEA). The regulations in question "govern the Assistance to States for the Education of Children with
Disabilities program, including the Preschool Grants program.” The changes would relate to the compliance and eligibility standards and
the level of effort required of local school districts the year after it fails to maintain effort under section 613(a)(2)(A)(iii) of IDEA and the
consequences of said failure.
The request for comments was posted on the docket titled “Assistance to States for the Education of Children with Disabilities-Maintenance of Effort,” and 306 individuals and organizations responded. A majority of these comments came from superintendents,
assistant superintendents, and special education administrators. The comments were largely the same, focused on “USED’s interpretation
of the IDEA maintenance of effort regulations in 300.203.” They expressed concern that the component requiring school districts spend “at
least the same total or per capita amount of local or state and local funds as was expended in the most recent prior year” would force school
boards to pass inflated budgets to ensure compliance with the new regulations.
What provoked such an organized onslaught of commenting from school and district-level administrators? The organizations that
represent them. The American Association of School Administrators (AASA) and the Council of Administrators of Special Education
(CASE), a division of the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), mobilized their members through e-newsletters, social media, and direct
contact with state leaders. AASA shares talking points with members to help them craft individual comments personalized to their school
districts. Using these methods, they streamlined hundreds of administrators into a cohesive force of commenters with a common objective:
to fight requirements they felt were unreasonable and burdensome to school districts.
A similar trend occurred in Michigan, where 38 of the 306 commenters work and reside. This localized response outweighed that of any
other state, and was also supported by administrator organizations. The Michigan Association of Administrators of Special Education
(MAASE), a subdivision of CASE, posted a comment perfectly aligned with those of the special education administrators and
superintendents in their state, revealing another concerted effort to organize against a regulatory requirement. Using methods similar to
those of AASA and CASE, MAASE sent their members email messages and talking points to prompt their participation in the regulatory
process. This not only alerted them to upcoming policy decisions, but gave them guidance in howto craft a response on the federal
register.
The Department of Education subsequently contacted the President of MAASE for suggestions regarding maintenance of effort. She
shared MAASE’s position in more detail along with recommendations for improvement, and also directed them to several member
superintendents and local directors for more feedback. The Department followed up with every one of the suggested individuals, further
expanding Michigan educators’ influence in the process.
In the end, the regulations were not altered to match the suggestions made by so many representatives of school districts. While the
reasons for this are unknown, one fact remains: an organized effort on the part of educators and their respective organizations caught the
attention of federal policy experts. Superintendents and special education administrators were able to speak directly with the regulating
agency because they chose to participate in the policymaking process. This leads to the important conclusion that when educators and
organizations work together with a common objective, they create conditions which demand the attention of policymakers.
Sources:
"Assistance to States for the Education of Children with Disabilities--Maintenance of Effort." (2013) Retrieved from: www.regulations.gov
(Docket ID: ED-2012-OSERS-0020)

Project Assistance
A special thank you to the following organizations for their assistance with the project:
The George Washington University, Graduate School of Education and Human Development
Data Quality Campaign
New Leaders
Teach Plus
National Network of State Teachers of the Year (NNSTOY)
Hope Street Group
VIVA Teachers
Art of Educating
U.S. Department of Education
Arizona Department of Education
Colorado Department of Education
Massachusetts Department of Education
Washington State Board of Education
The American Association of School Administrators (AASA)
Michigan Association of Administrators of Special Education (MAASE), subdivision of the Council of Administrators of Special Education
Council of Administrators of Special Education (CASE), division of the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)

The Spreadsheet
The spreadsheet on the following pages is a collection of organizations that represent educators, their mission statements, what level of
policy they hope to impact, and what methods they use to do so.
For teachers, principals, or other education professionals looking for a way to get more involved in the world of policy, these groups offer a
great starting point. For policy experts, this is a log of the many organizations you can call when you need feedback or information from
educators.

Teacher Voice Organizations

Organization
Name

Level of Intended
Impact

Type of Organization
Mission

Nonprofit Fellowship

Professional
Union Other
Organization

Issue Areas

Federal State Local

Teacher Voice Organizations

Educators 4
Excellence

Educators 4 Excellence works to
ensure that the voices of classroom
teachers are included in the decisions
that affect our profession and our
students.

Teacher
Ambassador
Fellows (TAF)

The Teaching Ambassador Fellowship
is designed to improve education for
students by involving teachers in the
development and implementation of
national education policy.

Teach Plus

VIVA Teachers

The mission of Teach Plus is to improve
outcomes for urban children by
ensuring that a greater proportion of
students have access to effective,
experienced teachers.
The VIVA Project works to dramatically
increase classroom teachers’
participation in important policy
decisions about public education. We
open direct communication between
individual teachers and public officials,
giving public officials authentic insight
into how public classrooms and
schools work best so that public policy
can have positive impact on student
achievement and the teaching
profession.

Teacher Effectiveness,
Evaluations, Tenure,
Preparation, Pathways,
Principal Evaluations, Layoff
Policy, CCSS, NCLB/ESEA,
Teacher Diversity, School
Climate

X

X

Federal Policy Initiatives,
Teacher Engagement

X

X

Student access to teachers,
Evaluation, Assessment,
CCSS, Next Gen. Unionism,
Compensation, Preparation

360 Degrees of
Accountability, Time in
School, School Safety,
Student Learning and
Growth

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Teacher Voice Organizations

Organization
Name

Mission

Nonprofit Fellowship

To connect, ready, and mobilize
Center for Teaching
teacher leaders to transform our
Quality
schools.

X

Our Mission and Vision is for all
students to learn from highly effective
National Network teachers. NNSTOY seeks to improve
of State Teachers of student learning across the nation by
the Year (NNSTOY) defining, sharing and advocating for
effective teaching practices and
policies.

X

America Achieves
Fellowship for
Teachers of the
Year

Hope Street Group
National Teacher
Fellowship

Level of Intended
Impact

Type of Organization

The America Achieves Fellowship for
Teachers and Principals recruits,
selects, trains, and spotlights America's
most outstanding educators to impact
education policy, practice, and the
public debate in local, state, and
national conversations.
Hope Street Group is a national
nonpartisan, nonprofit organization
dedicated to expanding economic
opportunity and prosperity for all
Americans.

X

X

Professional
Union Other
Organization

X

X

X

Issue Areas

Federal State Local

Teacher Preparation,
Induction, Certification,
Leadership, Retention, and
Effectiveness, Working
Conditions, PD, Performance
Pay, Professional Context

X

Teacher Responsibilty,
Compensation, Retention,
Recruitment,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Higher Bar,
Equity and Access,
Advancing the Profession,
Family Engagement

Teacher engagement and
feedback, policy decisions,
teacher evaluation, college
and career standards,
professional development

Teacher Voice Organizations

Organization
Name

Mission

The largest national, non-union,
professional educators' organization,
advancing the profession by offering a
Association of
modern approach to teacher
American Educators representation and educational
advocacy, as well as promoting
professionalism, collaboration and
excellence without a partisan agenda.
Our mission is to advocate for
education professionals and to unite
National Education our members and the nation to fulfill
Association
the promise of public education to
prepare every student to succeed in a
diverse and interdependent world.

American
Federation of
Teachers

Level of Intended
Impact

Type of Organization

The American Federation of Teachers
is a union of professionals that
champions fairness; democracy;
economic opportunity; and highquality public education, healthcare
and public services for our students,
their families and our communities.
We are committed to advancing these
principles through community
engagement, organizing, collective
bargaining and political activism, and
especially through the work our
members do.

Nonprofit Fellowship

X

Professional
Union Other
Organization

Issue Areas

Federal State Local

Forced Unionism, Collective
Bargaining, Tenure,
Performance Pay & VAM,
School Choice,
Charter/Virtual Schools,
Paycheck Protection, CCSS

X

X

X

X

ESEA, CCSS, College
Affordability, Education
Funding,

X

X

X

X

ECE, ELLs, Assessments and
Accountability, Bullying
Prevention, Class Size, CCSS,
Community Schools, Peer
Assistance and Review, PD,
Reading Instruction, School
Discipline, Share My Lessson,
Teacher Development and
Education

X

X

X

X

Teacher Voice Organizations

Organization
Name

Level of Intended
Impact

Type of Organization
Mission

National PTA

The overall purpose of PTA is to make
every child’s potential a reality by
engaging and empowering families and
communities to advocate for all
children.The overall purpose of PTA is
to make every child’s potential a
reality by engaging and empowering
families and communities to advocate
for all children.

Badass Teachers
Association

Badass Teachers Association was
created to give voice to every
teacher who refuses to be blamed for
the failure of our society to erase
poverty and inequality through
education. BAT members refuse to
accept
assessments, tests and evaluations
created and imposed by corporate
driven
entities that have contempt for
authentic teaching and learning.

Nonprofit Fellowship

X

Professional
Union Other
Organization

Issue Areas

Elementary and Secondary
Education, ECE, Special
Education, Education
Funding, Juvenile Justice &
Delinquency Prevention,
Child Nutrition, School Safety

X

X

To push back against the socalled corporate education
reform, or the EducationalIndustrial Complex and that
damage it has done

Federal State Local

X

X

X

X

Teacher Voice Organizations

Organization
Name

Mission

The National Council on Teacher
Quality is led by the vision that every
child deserves effective teachers. As a
nonpartisan research and policy
organization, we recognize that it is
not teachers who bear responsibility
National Council on
for their profession's many challenges,
Teacher Quality
but the institutions with the greatest
(NCTQ)
authority and influence over teachers.
To that end we work to achieve
fundamental changes in the policy and
practices of teacher preparation
programs, school districts, and state
governments.

The New Teacher
Project (TNTP)

Level of Intended
Impact

Type of Organization

TNTP is a national nonprofit
committed to ending the injustice of
educational inequality. Founded by
teachers in 1997, TNTP works with
schools, districts and states to provide
excellent teachers to the students who
need them most and advance policies
and practices that ensure effective
teaching in every classroom.

Nonprofit Fellowship

Professional
Union Other
Organization

Issue Areas

X

Teacher Prep, Evaluation,
Tenure, Dismissal and LIFO,
Compensation, Pensions

X

Supply strong teachers, grow
all teachers, reach
disadvantaged students, and
ensure successful teachers
stay and unsuccessful
teachers leave

Federal State Local

X

X

X

X

X

Teacher Voice Organizations

Organization
Name

Level of Intended
Impact

Type of Organization
Mission

New Teacher Center (NTC) is a national
non-profit dedicated to improving
student learning by accelerating the
effectiveness of new teachers and
school leaders. NTC works with schools
districts, state policymakers, and
The New Teacher
educators across the country to
Center
develop and implement induction
programs aligned with district learning
goals. NTC induction programs include
one-on-one mentoring and
professional development, all taking
place within school environments that
support new teachers.
Professional Organizations
The mission of The National
Association of Special Education
Teachers (NASET) is to render all
possible support and assistance to
National
professionals who teach children with
Association of
special needs. NASET seeks to
Special Education
promote standards of excellence and
Teachers (NASET)
innovation in special education
research, practice, and policy in order
to foster exceptional teaching for
exceptional children.
The mission of National Council for the
National Council for
Social Studies is to provide leadership,
the Social Studies
service, and support for all social
(NCSS)
studies educators.

Nonprofit Fellowship

Professional
Union Other
Organization

Issue Areas

Federal State Local

Teacher and principal
induction programs and
professional development

X

X

To promote the profession of
special education teachers
and to provide a national
forum for their ideas

X

X

To promote and advocate for
social studies education

X

X

X

X

X

X

Teacher Voice Organizations

Organization
Name

Level of Intended
Impact

Type of Organization
Mission

Nonprofit Fellowship

Professional
Union Other
Organization

Issue Areas

Federal State Local

The Council promotes the
development of literacy, the use of
language to construct personal and
National Council for public worlds and to achieve full
the Teachers of
participation in society, through the
English (NCTE)
learning and teaching of English and
the related arts and sciences of
language.

X

To promote and advocate for
English education

X

X

X

National Science
NSTA promotes excellence and
Teachers
innovation in science teaching and
Association (NSTA) learning for all.

X

To promote and advocate for
Science education/teachers

X

X

X

X

To promote and advocate for
Science education/teachers

X

To promote biology and life
science education

X

To promote and advocate for
Earth and Space science

X

X

X

Association for
Science Teacher
Education

The Association for Science Teacher
Education (ASTE) promotes leadership
and support for professionals involved
in the education and development of
teachers of science at all levels. ASTE
advances practice and policy through
scholarship, collaboration, and
innovation in science teacher
education across the world.

National
Association of
Biology Teachers
(NABT)

The National Association of Biology
Teachers empowers educators to
provide the best possible biology and
life science education for all students.

The National Earth
To facilitate and advance excellence in
Science Teachers
Earth and Space Science education.
Association (NESTA)

X

X

Teacher Voice Organizations

Organization
Name

Mission

To advance professional expertise in
Teachers to English
English language teaching and learning
Speakers of Other
for speakers of other languages
Languages (TESOL)
worldwide.

Association of
Mathematics
Educators (AMTE)

The mission of AMTE is to promote the
improvement of mathematics teacher
education, K-12.

The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics is the public voice of
National Council of mathematics education, supporting
teachers to ensure equitable
Teachers of
mathematics learning of the highest
Mathematics
quality for all students through vision,
(NCTM)
leadership, professional development,
and research.

Mathematical
Association of
America

Level of Intended
Impact

Type of Organization

The Mathematical Association of
America is the largest professional
society that focuses on mathematics
accessible at the undergraduate level.
The mission of MAA is to advance the
mathematical sciences, especially at
the collegiate level.

SSMA focuses on promoting researchSchool Science and based innovations related to K-16
Mathematics
teacher preparation and continued
Association (SSMA) professional enhancement in science
and mathematics.

Nonprofit Fellowship

X

Professional
Union Other
Organization

Issue Areas

Federal State Local

X

Promote and advocate for
English language teaching
and learning/ESL programs

X

X

Promote effective
mathematics teacher
education programs and
related policies and practices

X

X

Strategic Priorities: Access
and Equity, Advocacy,
Curriculum, Instruction and
Assessment, PD, Research,
Technology

X

X

Improving undergraduate
mathematics to support
success across all mathintensive disciplines

X

X

Promote reseach-based
innovations in math/science
teacher prep and continued
PD

X

X

X

X

Teacher Voice Organizations

Organization
Name

Mission
Totals

Level of Intended
Impact

Type of Organization
Nonprofit Fellowship
15

4

Professional
Union Other
Organization
15

2

2

Issue Areas

Federal State Local

Teacher Voice Organizations

Methods
Selectivity

Feedback
Host Blog/Online Position/Policy
Reports Advocacy Unions (OpEd/Briefs/
Events Platform
Statements
Surveys)

Educators 4
Excellence

Sign the
declaration to
join

X

Teacher
Ambassador
Fellows (TAF)

Application
process

X

Teach Plus

Application
/Interest
Form
(depending
on program)

X

VIVA Teachers

Open to all
(no fee or
application)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Other

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

VIVA Idea Exchange (TM): Online platform for
teachers to discuss their feedback on policy
decisions. Discussions are then packaged and
shared with policy officials

Teacher Voice Organizations

Methods
Selectivity

Center for
Teaching
Quality

Open to all
(no fee or
application)

National
Must have
Network of
served as
State Teachers
State Teacher
of the Year
of the Year
(NNSTOY)

America
Achieves
Fellowship for
Teachers of the
Year
Hope Street
Group National
Teacher
Fellowship

Feedback
Host Blog/Online Position/Policy
Reports Advocacy Unions (OpEd/Briefs/
Events Platform
Statements
Surveys)

X

X

Application
process

Application
process

X

X

X

X

X

Other

X

X

Collaboratory

X

X

Collaborative Center for Teacher Leadership

X

X

Advising, Social Media, Tools/Resources

X

CCSS Actionable Solutions,Teacher Evaluation
Playbook, National Fellowship (policy project),
State Fellowships (KY, HI, NC, TN) feedback to
SEA

X

X

Teacher Voice Organizations

Methods
Selectivity

Feedback
Host Blog/Online Position/Policy
Reports Advocacy Unions (OpEd/Briefs/
Events Platform
Statements
Surveys)

Association of
American
Educators

Fee with
informal
application

National
Education
Association

Fee with
informal
application

X

X

American
Federation of
Teachers

Fee with
informal
application

X

X

Other

X

X

X

X

Benefits, resources, other services, *annual
survey

X

X

X

X

X

Legislative Action Center

X

X

X

X

X

Legislative Action Center

X

Teacher Voice Organizations

Methods
Selectivity

National PTA

Fee with
informal
application

Badass
Teachers
Association

Open to all
(no fee or
application)

Feedback
Host Blog/Online Position/Policy
Reports Advocacy Unions (OpEd/Briefs/
Events Platform
Statements
Surveys)

X

X

X

X

X

Other

X

Videos, petitions

Teacher Voice Organizations

Methods
Selectivity

National
Council on
Teacher Quality
(NCTQ)

Schools,
The New
districts and
Teacher Project states can
(TNTP)
hire them for
services

Feedback
Host Blog/Online Position/Policy
Reports Advocacy Unions (OpEd/Briefs/
Events Platform
Statements
Surveys)

X

X

X

Other

X

X

Publications

Teacher Voice Organizations

Methods
Selectivity

Feedback
Host Blog/Online Position/Policy
Reports Advocacy Unions (OpEd/Briefs/
Events Platform
Statements
Surveys)

School
districts and
The New
state
Teacher Center organizations
can hire them
for services

Fee with
informal
application

National
Council for the
Social Studies
(NCSS)

Fee with
informal
application

X

X

X

X

X

Other

Policy reviews, e-newsletter

Resources, publications, career center

X

X

Resources, publications

Teacher Voice Organizations

Methods
Selectivity

National
Council for the
Teachers of
English (NCTE)

Fee with
informal
application

National
Science
Teachers
Association
(NSTA)

Fee with
informal
application

Association for
Science Teacher
Education

National
Association of
Biology
Teachers
(NABT)
The National
Earth Science
Teachers
Association
(NESTA)

Feedback
Host Blog/Online Position/Policy
Reports Advocacy Unions (OpEd/Briefs/
Events Platform
Statements
Surveys)

X

Resources, publications

X

X

Resources, publications

Fee with
informal
application

X

X

Resources, publications

Fee with
informal
application

X

X

Resources, publications

X

X

Resources, publications

Fee with
informal
application

X

X

X

X

X

X

Other

Teacher Voice Organizations

Methods
Selectivity

Feedback
Host Blog/Online Position/Policy
Reports Advocacy Unions (OpEd/Briefs/
Events Platform
Statements
Surveys)

Teachers to
English
Speakers of
Other
Languages
(TESOL)

Fee with
informal
application

Association of
Mathematics
Educators
(AMTE)

Fee with
informal
application

National
Council of
Teachers of
Mathematics
(NCTM)

Fee with
informal
application

X

Mathematical
Association of
America

Fee with
informal
application

X

School Science
and
Mathematics
Association
(SSMA)

Fee with
informal
application

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Resources, publications

Resources, publications

X

X

X

Other

Resources, research briefs/clips, publications

resources, publications

X

resources, publications

Teacher Voice Organizations

Methods
Selectivity

Feedback
Host Blog/Online Position/Policy
Reports Advocacy Unions (OpEd/Briefs/
Events Platform
Statements
Surveys)
12

16

4

11

24

15

17

Other

